In this paper, the Dirac operator, acting on super functions with values in super spinor space, is defined along the lines of the construction of generalized Cauchy-Riemann operators by Stein and Weiss. The introduction of the superalgebra of symmetries osp(m|2n) is a new and essential feature in this approach. This algebra of symmetries is extended to the algebra of conformal symmetries osp(m + 1, 1|2n). The kernel of the Dirac operator is studied as a representation of both algebras. The construction also gives an explicit realization of the Howe dual pair osp(1|2) × osp(m|2n) ⊂ osp(m + 4n|2m + 2n). Finally, the super Dirac operator gives insight into the open problem of classifying invariant first order differential operators in super parabolic geometries.
Introduction
This paper defines and studies the Dirac operator on flat superspace R m|2n . In a more ad hoc approach in e.g. [12] a related operator has been introduced of which the operator in this paper is an improvement. The definition of the operator in the current paper follows the ideas of Stein and Weiss in [31] which allowed for a unified treatment of generalized Cauchy-Riemann operators on R m . We also study the kernel of the super Dirac operator, its symmetries and the related Howe duality. In this introduction we give an overview of the motivations to study this particular operator.
The construction of the Dirac operator is part of a larger program to classify conformally invariant first order operators on superspace. The conformal Killing vector fields on R m|2n generate a Lie superalgebra isomorphic to the real form osp(m+1, 1|2n). This algebra appears as the algebra of conformal symmetries in super field theories in e.g. [4] . We will prove that the super Dirac operator is a conformally invariant operator. The classification in superspace would be an extension of the classification of Fegan in [16] of conformally invariant first order differential operators on R m or S m . The result of Fegan has already been generalized to other parabolic geometries in [19, 26, 29] .
The Dirac operator in this paper is an interesting example in this classification because it reveals two differences between the classical case and the case of supergeometry. First of all, the functions on which this operator acts take values in an infinite dimensional osp(m|2n)-representation, whereas the classical classifications in [16, 19] only consider finite dimensional representations. As will become apparent in this paper, the natural extension of the classical Dirac operator leads to infinite dimensional representations. This is already the case for the (generalized) symplectic Dirac operators on R 2n studied in [20] . There, a class of infinite dimensional representations was included in the classification of invariant operators on metaplectic contact projective geometries. The second reason why this Dirac operator is an interesting starting point in the classification is that in some cases the construction encounters the problem of tensor products which are not completely reducible. An important step in the work of Fegan is the decomposition of the tensor product C m ⊗V , with V an irreducible so(m)-representation, into irreducible representations. The corresponding tensor product for osp(m|2n) is not necessarily completely reducible. Therefore, the Dirac operator in the current paper shows how this additional difficulty can be approached and how the classification can be expected to differ from the classical case. In Section 8 the conclusions which are made throughout the paper towards a Fegan classification will be summarized.
Another motivation comes from the theory of Lie superalgebra representations, where the question of irreducibility of indecomposable highest weight representations plays a central role. In [5] the kernel of the super Laplace operator was studied as an osp(m|2n)-representation. This gave new important information on a certain class of finite dimensional irreducible highest weight representations. Similarly, in the current paper, the kernel of the Dirac operator leads to an explicit realization of some infinite dimensional highest weight representations of osp(m|2n). This direct approach leads to a better understanding of the concept of indecomposable but irreducible highest weight modules, see [18] . In particular we will also obtain the full decomposition series of a certain tensor product. This was already studied in [6] , but the completeness of the decomposition could not be proved there.
The Dirac operator on R m|2n generates the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) together with the corresponding vector variable. These operators commute with the action of the Lie superalgebra osp(m|2n). We prove that this is an explicit construction of the spinor representation of osp(m + 4n|2m + 2n), which according to [24] is a Lie superalgebra in which osp(1|2) and osp(m|2n) are each other's centralizers. This leads to a realization of the Howe duality (osp(m|2n), osp(1|2)) if m − 2n ∈ −2N, which has not been studied before. The explicit Howe duality is summarized in the subsequent equations (18) , (19) and (20) . The Howe dualities osp(1|2) × so(m) ⊂ osp(m|2m) in [25] and osp(1|2) × sp(2n) ⊂ osp(4n|2n) in [21] are limit cases of the Howe duality in the current paper. If m − 2n ∈ −2N the realization of the Howe duality breaks down and this different behavior is studied in Section 6. The Howe duality corresponding to the super Laplace operator, which is the square of the super Dirac operator, is sl 2 × osp(m|2n) ⊂ osp(4n|2m) and was studied in [5] .
Finally, the super Dirac operator in the current paper also unifies two classical operators. These are the Dirac operator on R m , see e.g. [13, 25] and an operator constructed in [21] used to study differential forms on R 2n with values in the Kostant symplectic spinors S 0|2n , as is presented in Figure 1 . In case we only consider polynomials, the classical Dirac operator acts on the symmetric tensor powers of the fundamental so(m)-representation C m with values in the orthogonal spinors S m . The Dirac operator generates the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) together with the vector variable and this algebra commutes with the action of so(m). Since the decomposition into irreducible representations of S(C m ) ⊗ S m under the joint action of osp(1|2) × so(m) is multiplicity-free, we obtain a realization of the Howe dual pair (so(m), osp(1|2)). In [21] , a similar construction was made for the action of sp(2n) on differential forms on R 2n (the outer power Λ(C 2n )) with values in the symplectic spinors S 0|2n . The commutant of sp(2n) was given by osp(1|2) and one of the generators of this Lie superalgebra can be seen as an analogue of the Dirac operator. This construction showed that (sp(2n), osp(1|2)) is a Howe dual pair for this realization. The super Dirac operator we will construct on R m|2n , reduces in the two limiting cases m = 0 and n = 0 to one of these situations. The polynomials on R m|2n are given by the supersymmetric tensor power S(C m|2n ), which corresponds to S(C m ) ⊗ Λ(C 2n ), and the super spinor space S m|2n generalizes and contains both the orthogonal and symplectic spinors, see [6] .
The super Dirac operator also fits into a bigger picture with the symplectic Dirac operator on R 2n of [11] . Figure 1 also contains this symplectic Dirac operator, acting on functions on R 2n with values in the symplectic spinors S 0|2n . The symplectic Dirac operator and the corresponding vector variable generate the Lie algebra sl 2 , which leads to the Howe dual pair (sp(2n), sl 2 ). It seems plausible that it is possible to generalize this operator to superspace as well. This should also lead to a generalization of the operator appearing in the study of differential forms on R m with values in the spinor space S m , see [13, 30] , since the algebra of super differential forms on R m|2n contains a commuting subalgebra isomorphic to the polynomials on R 2n as well as the differential forms on R m . The paper is organized as follows. In the preliminaries we recall the basic notions of the classical Dirac operator as a Stein-Weiss type operator and the necessary results on harmonic analysis on R m|2n 
and super spinor space. Then we introduce the super Clifford algebra and relate it to the super spinor space and the Lie superalgebra osp(m|2n). This gives the necessary tools to define and elegantly describe the super Dirac operator. At the end of Section 4 we show a similarity between the super Dirac operator and a realization of osp(1|2) due to Bernstein. In Section 5 the Howe dual pair (osp(m|2n), osp(1|2)) is studied, where the Lie superaglebra osp(1|2) is generated by the super Dirac operator and the vector variable. In particular the Fischer decomposition of S(C m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n is obtained if m − 2n ∈ −2N. In Section 6 the properties of the kernel of the Dira c operat or as an osp(m|2n)-representation are studied. In Section 7 we construct all first order generalized symmetries of the super Dirac operator which have a scalar leading term. They generate the Lie superalgebra osp(m + 1, 1|2n), which is isomorphic to the Lie superalgebra of conformal Killing vector fields on R m|2n . Moreover, it is shown that the leading terms are exactly the conformal Killing vector fields. Then we study the kernel of the Dirac operator as an osp(m + 1, 1|2n)-representation. Finally, in Section 8, we review the obtained insights towards the classification of conformally invariant first order differential operators.
Preliminaries
In this section we will recall some known facts about the classical Dirac operator, harmonic analysis in superspace and the super spinor space. First we mention some conventions and notations. Unless it is explicitly mentioned otherwise we will assume that m > 2 holds.
The real orthogonal algebra will be denoted by so(m) = so(m; R) and the irreducible so(m)-representation with highest weight µ by L m µ . The real orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra is denoted by osp(m|2n). Its irreducible highest weight representations will be denoted by K m|2n λ , where λ is the highest weight corresponding to the simple root system used in [5] and [6] . This root system differs from the distinguished one in [18] but is much more convenient to describe the type of representations we study. At the end of Section 5 the most relevant representations will also be expressed in terms of the distinguished root system. For general representations the procedure to calculate the highest weight is described in Section 4 in [6] . The roots of so(m) are expressed in terms of ǫ j , j = 1, · · · , ⌊m/2⌋ and those of the symp lectic algebra sp(2n) in terms of δ i , i = 1, · · · , n. Some important fundamental weights are given by
Dirac operator on R m
In this subsection we recall the basic notions concerning Clifford analysis on R m , see [13, 25, 31] . No proofs will be given because they correspond to the limit case n → 0 of the Dirac operator on R m|2n studied in the current paper.
The complex Clifford algebra Cl m corresponding to the vector space C m is generated by the standard basis vectors e j , j = 1, · · · , m with commutation relations e j e k + e k e j = −2δ jk .
(
The embedding R m ⊂ Cl m is given by identifying the vector (x 1 , . . . , x m ) with the vector variable x = m j=1 x j e j . The variables x j are assumed to commute with the vectors e j . The Dirac operator is given by
and acts on smooth functions with values in the Clifford algebra or a minimal left ideal of the Clifford algebra, the spinor space S m :
All minimal left ideals in Cl m are isomorphic to the spinor space. If m = 2d + 1, the spinor space is
If m = 2d is even, the spinor space decomposes into two irreducible so(m)-representations,
. The square of the Dirac operator is given by the scalar Laplace operator
The Dirac operator can equally be constructed as a Stein-Weiss type operator, see [31] . Consider the space C ∞ (R m ) ⊗ V of functions on R m with values in a simple so(m)-module V . The gradient can naturally be seen as an operator
which in coordinates is given by ∇f = m i=1 ∂ xj f ⊗ e j in case V is the trivial representation. The decomposition into irreducible so(m)-representations of the tensor product of two irreducible representations V and W is given by V ⊗ W = V ⊠ W ⊕ (⊕ i U i ) for some irreducible highest weight representations U i with highest weight lower than the sum of the highest weights of V and W , and V ⊠ W the irreducible representation with highest weight equal to this sum. This last representation is called the Cartan product of the representations V and W . When one of the two representations is the fundamental representation, the so(m)-invariant projection onto the Cartan product is denoted by
Stein and Weiss showed that many generalized Cauchy-Riemann systems with interesting properties correspond to operators of the form ∂ = E ⊥ • ∇ with E ⊥ = 1 − E, the invariant projection onto everything except the Cartan product, for some module V . The generalized Cauchy-Riemann system is then given by
and functions satisfying this are called hyperholomorphic functions.
If the irreducible module V corresponds to spinor spaces, the tensor product decomposition is given by
for m even, see [16, 31] . In case m is even we thus obtain two operators, acting between the spaces
, which sum up to a single differential operator acting inside C ∞ (R m ) ⊗ S m . In the Stein-Weiss definition of the Dirac operator the Clifford algebra does not appear. However, the Dirac operator is most elegantly described by introducing the endomorphism algebra of the spinor space, which is the corresponding Clifford algebra, Cl m ∼ = End(S m ). By using this Clifford algebra we can identify ∂ with the Dirac operator ∂ x in equation (2) . Note that the fact that S m can be realized as a left ideal in Cl m and the fact that the action of Cl m on S m is given by left-multiplication is not important in the Stein-Weiss construction. It will also no longer hold for the super Dirac operator, because the symplectic spinors are no left ideal inside the Weyl algebra. This phenomenon also appears in the case of the symplectic Dirac operator in [11] and in the study of the Howe dual pair on differential forms with values in the symplectic spinors in [21] .
On the sphere S m , the conformal compactification of R m , the Dirac operator is conformally invariant, see [16] . This means that the Dirac operator acting on the space of functions Γ(S m , SO(m+1, 1)× P S m ) is SO(m + 1, 1)-invariant. Here P is the Poincaré group, which contains SO(m), the translations which act trivially on S m and the rescaling which acts on S m through the conformal weight. The sphere satisfies S m ∼ = SO(m + 1, 1)/P . The infinitesimal action of the morphisms on S m which preserve the class of metrics are the conformal Killing vector fields. They constitute the Lie algebra so(m + 1, 1). These do not integrate to global diffeomorphisms when only the flat space R m ⊂ S m is considered. The conformal invariance of the Dirac operator on R m is therefore expressed by considering the conformal Killing vector fields. This means that there is a set of first order differential operators D, which constitute the Lie algebra so(m + 1, 1), for which a second differential operator δ exists such that
The Lie algebra so(m) acts on spinor space through its realization as bivectors in the Clifford algebra Cl m . The standard generators which are realized on functions as
is therefore given by the differential operators
The Dirac operator ∂ x and the vector variable x generate the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) and commute with the realization of so(m) given above, see e.g. [12, 25] . This is a consequence of straightforward commutation relations such as ∂ x x + x∂ x = −2E − m, where E = m j=1 x j ∂ xj is the Euler operator. The solutions of the Dirac equation ∂ x f = 0 are called monogenic functions. In particular, the space of spherical monogenics of degree k is given by
Arbitrary polynomials can be decomposed into a sum of products of the powers of the vector variable with spherical monogenics. This is the subject of the following decomposition, called monogenic Fischer decomposition by analogy with the Fischer decomposition of scalar polynomials based on harmonic functions. Theorem 1. The monogenic Fischer decomposition on R m is given by
Let us discuss the consequences of this theorem in some more detail. First, we look at the case where m = 2d + 1 is odd. Each space M (1|2)) is a Howe dual pair (see [17] ) for the action on
At the beginning of Section 5 an overview is given about how the Howe duality of the Dirac operator, super Laplace operator and super Dirac operator extend the Howe duality of the Laplace operator included in [17] .
The case m = 2d is slightly more complicated. By introducing the polynomials of even and odd degree with notation
± , the decomposition in Theorem 1 can be refined to
irreducible so(m)-representations with highest weight respectively given by kǫ 1 + ω d and kǫ 1 + ω d−1 . Now these two decompositions correspond to multiplicity-free irreducible direct sum decompositions, with one-to-one pairing, under the joint action of osp(1|2) × so(m).
Remark 1.
Clearly, there is also a Howe duality corresponding to the Laplace operator. This is the wellknown representation of sl 2 × so(m) on C[x 1 , · · · , x m ], see [17] . This Howe duality has been generalized to R m|2n in [5] and the corresponding Fischer decomposition will be recalled in the subsequent Lemma 2. Moreover, other Dirac-type operators and their Howe duals can be found in [1, 10] .
Super vector spaces and osp(m|2n)
The standard basis of the graded vector space V = K m|2n (with K a field which in this paper will always be R of C) consists of the vectors E j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m + 2n, where E j = (0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) with 1 at the j-th position. The elements E j with 1 ≤ j ≤ m span V 0 , and E j with m < j ≤ m + 2n span V 1 . As a vector space K m|2n is clearly isomorphic to K m+2n . For any Z 2 -graded vector space V = V 0 ⊕ V 1 , a vector u belonging to V 0 ∪ V 1 is called homogeneous, and in this case we define |u| = α for u ∈ V α where α ∈ Z 2 = Z/(2Z). We also introduce a function
Then |E j | = [j] for all j for the super vector space V = K m|2n . The space of endomorphisms on R m|2n is denoted by End(R m|2n ) when seen as an associative algebra or by gl(m|2n; R) when seen as a Lie superalgebra. As a vector space, End(R m|2n ) is isomorphic to End (R m+2n 
In this paper, the orthosymplectic metric g ∈ R (m+2n)×(m+2n) is given by
The Lie superalgebra osp(m|2n) can be defined as the subsuperalgebra of gl(m|2n; R) that preserves this metric. Considering the applications in the current paper it is more natural to introduce osp(m|2n) through the standard generators, which constitute a subset of gl(m|2n). The defining representation of osp(m|2n) on R m|2n is given by
The operators K ij generate osp(m|2n), and satisfy the following super commutator relations:
We will always assume real Lie superalgebras acting on complex spaces from now one. The defining representation satisfies
. The tensor product V ⊗ W of two osp(m|2n)-representations V and W , is again a representation with action defined by
for X ∈ osp(m|2n), v ∈ V both homogeneous and w ∈ W . The supersymmetric tensor product V ⊙ V is the span in V ⊗ V of the elements u ⊗ v + (−1) |u||v| v ⊗ u for u, v ∈ V homogeneous. This is a subrepresentation of V ⊗ V .
Harmonic analysis on R m|2n
In this subsection we recall some results on the study of the Laplace operator on superspace, see [5, 9] .
Superspaces are spaces where one considers not only commuting (bosonic) but also anti-commuting (fermionic) co-ordinates. The 2n anti-commuting variables x`i generate the complex Grassmann algebra Λ 2n . We consider a space with m bosonic variables. The supervector x is defined to be
The first m variables are commuting and the last 2n anti-commuting. The commutation relations are then summarized in
The algebra generated by the variables X j is denoted by P and is isomorphic to the supersymmetric tensor power of C m|2n . The flat supermanifold, corresponding with these variables, is denoted by R m|2n . The full algebra of functions on this supermanifold is O(R m|2n ) = C ∞ (R m ) ⊗ Λ 2n which contains P as a subalgebra. The partial derivatives are defined by the relation
Using the orthosymplectic metric g we can define the super Laplace operator and norm squared on R m|2n , along with the Euler operator:
As in the classical case ∆, R 2 and E + m−2n 2 generate the Lie algebra sl 2 , see [9, 28] . In these formulas, the parameter M = m − 2n replaces the classical dimension m. It turns out that M plays an important role and will often characterize properties independently of the exact super dimension m|2n.
The null-solutions of the super Laplace operator are called (super) harmonic functions.
Definition 1. The space of spherical harmonics of homogeneous degree k is given by H k = ker ∆ ∩ P k , with P k the polynomials of degree k, i.e. those satisfying EP = kP .
We can use the metric to raise indices as
, the osp(m|2n)-action on P is given by
This action clearly extends from P to the full algebra O(R m|2n ). The Laplace operator and norm squared commute with these differential operators. The actions of sl 2 and osp(m|2n) on R m|2n therefore commute with each other. In [5] it was proved that this pair (osp(m|2n), sl 2 ) constitutes a Howe dual pair for this representation in case m − 2n ∈ −2N. Here we summarize the main results obtained in [5] on this Howe duality.
The module H k is always indecomposable. When reducible it has one submodule,
as an osp(m|2n)-representation, otherwise the quotient with respect to the submodule is isomorphic to K m|2n kǫ1 . This leads to the harmonic Fischer decomposition.
Similar to the classical monogenic Fischer decomposition in Subsection 2.1, this decomposition implies that under the joint action of sl 2 × osp(m|2n), the space P ∼ = S C m|2n is isomorphic to the multiplicityfree irreducible direct sum decomposition
for M ∈ −2N, with T λ the irreducible sl 2 -representation with lowest weight λ.
Super spinor space
The spinors S m|2n for osp(m|2n) are realizations of the Lie superalgebra as differential operators on the supersymmetric version of a Grassmann algebra, see [6] for the complete construction, characterization and motivation. This representation generalizes the spinor-representation for so(m), but also corresponds to a notion of a minimal representation for osp(m|2n), similar to the metaplectic representation of sp(2n), see [8] .
Definition 2. The complex algebra Λ d|n is freely generated by
The parity which makes Λ d|n a superalgebra, is given by |θ j | = 0 and |t i | = 1.
The algebra Λ d|n is a super antisymmetric algebra, i.e. ab = −(−1) |a||b| ba for a, b homogeneous elements of Λ d|n .
The subspaces of elements containing an even, respectively odd, amount of generators will be denoted by Λ + d|n respectively Λ − d|n . These should not be confused with the even and odd part according to the Z 2 -gradation, in which case the even part consists of elements containing an even amount of the odd generators.
The action of osp(m|2n) on Λ d|n for m = 2d + 1 and m = 2d will be given in Section 3. This makes the algebra Λ d|n a simple osp(2d + 1|2n)-module, denoted by
For the osp(2d|2n)-superalgebra, the module is the direct sum of two simple modules,
In order to apply the Stein-Weiss procedure of [31] , explained in Subsection 2.1, to the super spinor space, the decomposition into irreducible blocks of the tensor product with the fundamental representation is needed. This theorem and the subsequent Theorem 3 follow from Theorem 8 in [6] .
Theorem 2. The tensor products of the fundamental representation of osp(m|2n) with the super spinor spaces satisfy
are not completely reducible: there exist indecomposable highest weight representations V ± such that
holds and the quotient V ± /S ∓ 2n|2n is the irreducible highest weight representation with highest weight equal to the sum of the highest weights of C 2n|2n and S ± 2n|2n . In the rest of this paper, we will mostly consider superfunctions with values in the super spinor space. In particular, we will study the space P ⊗S m|2n and the properties of this function space as an osp(m|2n)-module. Therefore, we look at the decomposition of the tensor product of the simple module H k with the super spinor space. According to Lemma 1, the tensor product of the representation K m|2n kǫ1
with spinor spaces needs to be studied.
Theorem 3. The tensor product of the spherical harmonics on R m|2n of homogeneous degree k or their simple quotient module, with the spinor spaces of osp(m|2n) decomposes into irreducible osp(m|2n)-modules as follows: for m = 2d + 1
holds and for m = 2d and k = n − d + 1
holds. If k = n − d + 1 the tensor product is not completely reducible.
The super Clifford algebra and osp(m|2n)-spinors
As in the classical case the Dirac operator will be elegantly described in terms of a Clifford-type algebra. This super Clifford algebra will be identified with an algebra of endomorphisms on the super spinor space. The definition of the super Clifford algebra is an immediate graded extension of equation (1). We do not use the term Clifford-Weyl algebra here because then the generators of the Clifford algebra are usually assumed to commute with the the generators of the Weyl algebra, whereas in the following super Clifford algebra they mutually anticommute.
Definition 3. The super Clifford algebra Cl m|2n corresponding to the super vector space C m|2n is the associative superalgebra generated by E k , where k = 1, · · · , m + 2n. The gradation is given by |E k | = [k] and the multiplication relation is
with g the orthosymplectic metric (4).
The super vector space C m|2n is naturally embedded in the super Clifford algebra by identifying the basis vectors E j .
We define the superalgebra morphism · : a → a on Cl m|2n generated by
This morphism is well-defined since the equation
Definition 4. The superalgebra morphism from the Clifford algebra Cl m|2n to the endomorphism algebra End(S m|2n ) of spinor space S m|2n in Definition 2, is given by κ : Cl m|2n →End(S m|2n ):
It is readily checked that κ generates an algebra morphism by using the commutation relations in Definition 2. When there is no confusion possible we will use the notation A · v for κ(A)v with A ∈ Cl m|2n and v ∈ S m|2n .
The orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra osp(m|2n) can be embedded into the super Clifford algebra Cl m|2n by an identification with the bi-vectors:
A direct calculation using Definition 3 shows that the corresponding bi-vectors B kl do satisfy the relations in formula (6) .
The combination of the embedding of osp(m|2n) into Cl m|2n with the action of Cl m|2n on Λ d|n ∼ = S m|2n in Definition 4 make S m|2n into an osp(m|2n)-module,
Remark 2. The actions such as π O and π S will also be used to denote the action of osp(m|2n) on the tensor product of O(R m|2n ) or S m|2n with the trivial representation. So in particular for any osp(m|2n)-
When we consider functions on R m|2n with values in a super vector space
|f ||v| vf . It can be checked that the corresponding commutation relation
[j]|v| vX j leads to a consistent osp(m|2n)-action. In the case of spinor valued functions O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n , this implies that there is a gradation in the commutation of functions with the endomorphisms on S m|2n . Therefore the commutation relation
Remark 3. In previous approaches to super Clifford analysis, see e.g. [12] , a slightly different algebra was considered, where this commutation relation was X j E k = E k X j . However, this does not allow for an osp(m|2n)-symmetry of the basic operators.
Theorem 2 implies that there exists a surjective osp(m|2n)-module morphism E ⊥ : C m|2n ⊗ S m|2n → S m|2n if m − 2n = 0. For m = 2d + 1 this is unique (up to a multiplicative constant) while for m = 2d the space of such morphisms is two dimensional due to the fact that S 2d|2n decomposes into two simple modules. For m = 2d however, there is also a preferred natural choice for E ⊥ . The subsequent lemma also proves that such a vector space morphism still exists for the case m − 2n = 0.
Lemma 3. The super vector space morphism E ⊥ : C m|2n ⊗ S m|2n → S m|2n defined by the expression
is an osp(m|2n)-module morphism, thus it is invariant with respect to the osp(m|2n)-action π S on the super spinor space and the natural action on C m|2n given in equation (5).
Proof. It has to be proved that
Therefore we need the relation
Using this, we calculate
which is the equation that needed to be proved.
The super Dirac operator
As in the classical case the super gradient is the osp(m|2n)-invariant first order differential operator acting between O(R m|2n ) and O(R m|2n ) ⊗ C m|2n , see the subsequent Lemma 4. It is defined as
Proof. This follows immediately from the scalar case, where V is equal to the trivial representation. The equation
which follows from the definition in equation (8) leads to the calculation
This has to be equal to
Using equation (5), the second term is calculated as follows
which proves the lemma.
Now we have all the necessary ingredients to define the super Dirac operator according to the SteinWeiss procedure in [31] . Only for the case M = m − 2n = 0 the tensor product in Theorem 2 of the fundamental representation with the spinorial representations does not decompose into a Cartan product part and a spinor representation, since this tensor product is not completely reducible. However, there is still a unique homomorphism C 2n|2n ⊗ S ± 2n|2n → S ∓ 2n|2n and the corresponding E ⊥ is given in Lemma 3. Thus, even though the notion of Cartan product is ill-defined for C 2n|2n ⊗ S ± 2n|2n , the Stein-Weiss procedure remains applicable.
Definition 5. The super Dirac operator is the first order differential operator acting on the function space O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n given by
given in Lemma 3 and ∇ the gradient from equation (13) .
As in the classical case the Dirac operator can be elegantly expressed by making use of the identification between the Clifford algebra and the endomorphisms on spinor space in Definition 4.
Proposition 1. The super Dirac operator of Definition 5 is given by
homogeneous and v ∈ S m|2n . The Dirac operator can equally be expressed as
Remark 4. The Dirac operator can now also be defined on super Clifford algebra valued functions, O(R m|2n ) ⊗ Cl m|2n by the extension:
where E j acts by left multiplication on O(R m|2n ) ⊗ Cl m|2n .
The invariance of the gradient ∇ :
imply that the Dirac operator
is osp(m|2n)-invariant. This can be expressed as
where L ij and B ij are defined in equation (8) and (11) respectively. It follows immediately from the fact that O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n is a tensor product representation that the operators K ij generate osp(m|2n). This can also be calculated directly by taking into account the correct commutation relation
This also implies that the Dirac operator acting on super Clifford algebra functions in Remark 4 is osp(m|2n)-invariant.
Remark 5. In the present section the condition m > 0 is never needed, since the spinors for sp(2n) behave as the limit m → 0 for osp(m|2n). So also the Dirac operator on R 0|2n can be constructed using the Stein-Weiss procedure. In [21] this operator was introduced in a different context and its Howe duality was also studied. So in the current paper we will not focus on this particular limit case. Now we show how the Dirac operator on R m|2n is closely related with an operator in the construction of Bernstein, which has been generalized by Shmelev, see [24, 27] . On superspace R 2n|m with coordinates (y 1 , · · · , y 2n , y`1, · · · , y`m) we can consider differential forms, see e.g. the basic definitions in [12] . Then the operators
dy`j 2 and
generate sl 2 . This is equivalent with the fact that the operators in equation (7) generate sl 2 . Then the operator Now we make an identification
So this constitutes a different square root of the super Laplace operator leading to a realization of osp(1|2).
In this construction a Clifford-Weyl algebra with 2n bosonic variables and m fermionic variables is used, while the Dirac operator in Proposition 1 is constructed using a super Clifford algebra with only n bosonic variables and ⌊m/2⌋ fermionic variables, see the identification in Definition 4. The Howe duality in Bernsteins construction is on the space of differential forms, the dual partner of osp(1|2) being the super Poisson algebra po(2n|m), which contains osp(m|2n). In the following section we will study the Howe duality in our construction for osp(1|2) × osp(m|2n).
Howe duality and Fischer decomposition
As in the classical case, the square of the super Dirac operator is given by minus the super Laplace operator (7), ∂ 2 x = −∆ which is a natural requirement for a proper super Dirac operator. This and other commutation relations are calculated in Theorem 4 which shows that the super Dirac operator, together with the vector variable x defined below, generates the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2). This realization of osp(1|2) commutes with the action of osp(m|2n) on O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n . In this section we prove that these two algebras constitute a Howe dual pair if m − 2n ∈ −2N. We also determine the action of the Lie superalgebra osp(m + 4n|2m + 2n), in which osp(1|2) and osp(m|2n) are each other's centralizers, on O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n .
In the original setting in [17] , dual pairs were considered where one of the two algebras is equal to gl(k), so(m) or sp(2n). Consider k equal to so(m) or sp(2n) and V its natural representation, C m or C 2n respectively. In [17] the representation structure of k on ⊗ k S(V ) ⊗ ⊗ l Λ(V ) is investigated in the context of invariant theory. There is a natural action of osp(2ld|2kd) (with d = dim V , which is m or 2n) on this space, as in [5, 6, 17, 24, 25] . This action of osp(2ld|2kd) includes the action of k. The representation of k is then studied by considering its centraliser in osp(2ld|2kd). One example is k = so(m), k = 1 and l = 0, then the centraliser of so(m) inside sp(2m) is sl(2). This is the Howe duality corresponding to the Laplace operator on R m .
There are several extensions of this principle, which are also known as Howe dualities and which possess similar properties as the original dual pairs in [17] . We mention two concrete examples, which are extensions of the specific Howe duality given above, for others see e.g. [2, 3, 24] . The first one is studied in [5] and is a superization of the example above. The algebra k becomes the Lie superalgebra osp(m|2n), the role of V replaced by its natural representation C m|2n and the again the choice k = 1, l = 0 is made. Since S(C m|2n ) ∼ = S(C m ) ⊗ Λ(C 2n ) there is a natural action of osp(4n|2m), in which osp(m|2n) is included and has centraliser sl(2). This is the Howe duality corresponding to the super Laplace operator on R m|2n . In [5] it is proven that whenever m − 2n ∈ −2N the dual pair (osp(m|2n), sl(2)) possesses the appropriate properties for a Howe dual pair.
Another extension considers k still equal to so(m) (for convenience we choose m even), but now the action is studied on S(C m ) ⊗ Λ(C m 2 ) where Λ(C m 2 ) has the so(m) representation structure of the spinor space S m as considered in Subsection 2.1. Now there is a natural action of osp(m|2m) and the centraliser of so(m) in this algebra is given by osp(1|2). This Howe duality corresponds to the Dirac operator and is studied in [25] , where it is proven that this does indeed satisfy appropriate properties to be called a Howe dual pair.
The super Dirac operator in this paper provides a way of combining these two extensions of the principle of Howe dualities, which will be explored in this section.
The vector variable is defined as an element of O(R m|2n ) ⊗ Cl m|2n ,
which can be seen as an operator on O(R m|2n )⊗S m|2n via x = j X j κ(E j ) with the κ-action in Definition 4 or as an operator on O(R m|2n ) ⊗ Cl m|2n by left multiplication. It can be easily checked that, as the Dirac operator in equation (15) , the operator x is osp(m|2n)-invariant. Proof. Definition 3 allows to calculate
Similarly, the expression for the Dirac operator using the Clifford algebra in Proposition 1 or Remark 4 allows to compute that [∂ x , ∂ x ] = 2∂ 
It is already known that R 2 , ∆ and E + 1 2 M generate the Lie algebra sl 2 ∼ = sp(2), the underlying Lie algebra of osp(1|2). The mixed commutators are given by
which concludes the proof.
Remark 6. The Dirac operator ∂ x : P ⊗ S m|2n → P ⊗ S m|2n or ∂ x : P ⊗ Cl m|2n → P ⊗ Cl m|2n is surjective if m = 0. This follows immediately from the fact that the square ∂ 2 x = −∆ is surjective on P, which is a consequence of the surjectivity of the classical Laplace operator.
The null-solutions of the super Dirac operator are called super monogenic functions. The space of spherical monogenics of degree k is given by M k = {p ∈ P ⊗ S m|2n | Ep = kp and ∂ x p = 0}. 
Theorem 5. For H k , the space of spherical harmonics of degree k on R m|2n , the decomposition 
and if k < 1− 1 2 M or k > 2−M holds these correspond to decompositions into simple osp(m|2n)-modules. Proof. It is clear that ∂ x ∂ x M k = 0 for M k ∈ M k and as a consequence of equation (17) we obtain that also
by applying equation (17).
Since ∂ x and E commute with the osp(m|2n)-action on O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n , the spaces M k are osp(m|2n)-modules. If m is odd k = 1 − 
as osp(2d + 1|2n)-representations. The spherical monogenics on R 2d|2n satisfy
Proof. This is a consequence of the results in Theorem 3 and Theorem 5.
The remaining cases of M ± k will be dealt with in Section 6. Remark 7. In [23] and [22] Gelfand-Tsetlin bases for the spaces of monogenic polynomials on R m are constructed. It is an interesting question whether these methods extend to the monogenics on R m|2n .
In case M ∈ −2N, the previous results can be used to obtain the Howe duality for super Clifford analysis.
Theorem 6. The monogenic Fischer decomposition on R m|2n for m − 2n ∈ −2N, is given by
For m = 2d + 1, this is a decomposition into simple osp(2d + 1|2n)-modules.
If m = 2d, with d − n > 0, the decomposition into simple osp(2d|2n)-modules is given by
Proof. This is a combination of the scalar Fischer decomposition in Lemma 2 and the result in Theorem 5.
The combination of this theorem with equations (16) and (17) implies that the spinor-valued polynomials on R 2d+1|2n are isomorphic to an irreducible multiplicity-free direct sum decomposition under the joint action of osp(1|2) × osp(m|2n). This is given by
α the irreducible osp(1|2)-representation with lowest weight α. If d > n, the multiplicity-free irreducible direct sum decompositions on R 2d|2n is given by
This does not yet correspond to a true Howe duality, because each different representation of osp(1|2) corresponds to two irreducible osp(m|2n)-representations. As we will see later, the Howe duality splits into two parts:
, with P ± the spaces of polynomials consisting of an even, respectively odd, amount of variables. In order to discuss the Howe duality further we work with complex Lie superalgebras in the remainder of this section. As can be seen from the table in [24] , the Lie superalgebras osp(1|2; C) and osp(m|2n; C) are each others centralizers inside the Lie superalgebra osp(m + 4n|2m + 2n; C). Now we show how we can realize osp(m + 4n|2m + 2n; C) on the representation space P ⊗ S m|2n , which completes the study of the Howe duality. The classical case of this Howe duality is osp(1|2) × so(m) ⊂ osp(m|2m), see [25] . The other classical limit is osp(1|2) × sp(2n) ⊂ osp(4n|2n), which has been studied in [21] .n [5] as sl 2 × osp(m|2n) ⊂ osp(4n|2m).
Definition 6. The Lie superalgebra g is generated by the operators
for i, j = 1, · · · , m + 2n and with B ij the bi-vectors from equation (11) and by the operators
The gradation on g is induced by |X j | = (−1) [j] and |E j | = 1−(−1) [j] . In fact the choice |X j | = 1−(−1)
[j]
and |E j | = (−1) [j] would have the same resulting gradation on g.
Obviously the realization of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) on P ⊗ S m|2n is embedded in this algebra g. The operators K ij (−1) (15) are also inside the algebra g. Since E commutes with K ij these operators still satisfy commutation relation (6) . This realization of osp(m|2n) on P ⊗ S m|2n clearly has the exact same properties so we identify this realization with the previous one studied in the current paper.
The algebra g is defined by operators on P ⊗ S m|2n and hence P ⊗ S m|2n is immediately a g-module.
Theorem 7. The Lie superalgebra g from Definition 6 is isomorphic to the Lie superalgebra osp(m + 4n|2m + 2n) and the representation on P ⊗ S m|2n is irreducible if m = 2d + 1,
while for m = 2d it decomposes into two irreducible modules as
Before we prove this theorem we note that this different behavior for m even or odd corresponds to the observed properties for the multiplicity-free irreducible direct sum decompositions under osp(1|2) × osp(m|2n) earlier in this section. Each simple g-submodule of P ⊗ S 2d|2n leads to a realization of the Howe duality osp(1|2) × osp(m|2n).
Proof. The irreducibility and decomposition of P ⊗ S m|2n as a g-representation follow immediately from the definition of g and Definition 4.
To prove the claim g ∼ = osp(m + 4n|2m + 2n) we restrict to m = 2d, with the case m = 2d + 1 being similar. First of all it is easier to replace the Clifford algebra elements E j , j = 1, · · · , 2d by their corresponding Grassmann variables θ i , ∂ θi , i = 1, · · · , d from Definition 4 and likewise we express E j , j = 2d + 1, · · · , 2d + 2n in terms of t k , ∂ t k , k = 1, · · · , n. The variables X j (−1)
[j]E , t i and θ k (−1) E correspond to 2d + n commuting variables and 2n + d anti-commuting variables such that the commuting and anticommuting variables mutually anti-commute. The operators in the definition of g are then exactly the quadratic elements in the algebra generated by these variables and their partial derivatives which generate the Lie superalgebra osp(2d + 4n|4d + 2n), as in the oscillator realization or super spinor realizations of orthosymplectic superalgebras, see e.g. [5, 6, 25] . The highest weight then follows immediately from [6] .
The realizations of the Howe duality are thus given by
for osp(2d + 1|2n) × osp(1|2) ⊂ osp(2d + 1 + 4n|4d + 2 + 2n) and
For the sake of completeness, we repeat this main result in the distinguished root system, see [18] . We denote a highest weight representation of osp(m|2n) with highest weight µ with respect to that root system by L m|2n µ . The conversion from one root system to the other is summarized in Section 4 in [6] . Explicitly we have the following:
The osp(m|2n)-modules of spherical monogenics
In Corollary 1 most of the spaces of spherical monogenics on R m|2n were identified as irreducible infinite dimensional highest weight modules of osp(m|2n). In this section we show that in the remaining cases the corresponding representations are not irreducible. They are still indecomposable highest weight representations and we determine their decomposition series. An indecomposable representation is a representation which is not the direct sum of two subrepresentations. First we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5. The space of spherical monogenics M k on R m|2n has a multiplicity-free decomposition into simple so(m) ⊕ sp(2n)-modules.
Proof. This can be proven similarly to the corresponding result for the spherical harmonics on superspace, see [9] . First the decomposition of P ⊗ S m|2n under the action of so(m) ⊕ sp(2n) can be considered. This corresponds to the Fischer decompositions of R[x 1 , · · · , x m ] ⊗ S m|0 and Λ 2n ⊗ S 0|2n , which can be found in [1, 13] and [21] . Each element of P ⊗ S m|2n can be written in terms of the vector variables on R m and R 0|2n and the corresponding spherical monogenics. Then it needs to be proven that for each pair of degrees of the spherical monogenics on R m and R 0|2n there is only one polynomial in the two vector variables of a fixed degree, such that the product with the monogenics is super monogenic.
An alternative proof is to consider the space H k ⊗ S + 2d|2n , using the decomposition into irreducible so(2d) ⊕ sp(2n)-modules in Theorem 4 in [9] , and the decomposition S
, see [6] . Using the well-known classical tensor products for so(2d) and sp(2n) it follows that the decomposition of H k ⊗S + 2d|2n has multiplicities not greater than two. It then remains to be checked that the representations that appear twice are split up under the decomposition
Theorem 8. For M k the space of spherical monogenics of homogeneous degree k on R 2d|2n with d ≤ n and 1 + n − d ≤ k ≤ 1 + 2n − 2d, the relations
hold. Furthermore M ± k is always indecomposable and
holds.
Proof. The first relation follows immediately from equation (17) . For the second relation we take 1 + n − d ≤ k ≤ 1 + 2n − 2d and combine Lemma 1 with Theorem 3 into
Applying Theorem 5 twice (which is possible since k + 1 = 1 + n − d and 1 + 2n − 2d − k = 1 + n − d) then yields that this is isomorphic to
The first relation in the theorem implies that this is isomorphic to
where for k = 1 + 2n − 2d the first quotient is equal to M − k+1 since we consider M + −1 = 0. This then proves the second part of the theorem by iteration. Now we prove that M ± k is indecomposable. For k satisfying 1+n−d ≤ k ≤ 1+2n−2d, Lemma 1 implies that H k+1 has a non-trivial submodule R 2k+2d−2n H 2n−2d+1−k . As an so(2d) ⊕ sp(2n)-representation the finite dimensional H k is completely reducible, hence R 2k+2d−2n H 2n−2d+1−k has a complement so(2d) ⊕ sp(2n)-module:
Also as so(2d) ⊕ sp(2n)-representations, the equality
as an so(2d) ⊕ sp(2n)-representation and k + 1 ≥ 1 + n − d, which implies that Theorem 3 can be applied. This defines two so(2d) ⊕ sp(2n)-subrepresentations V ⊂ xM
has a multiplicity-free decomposition into so(2d) ⊕ sp(2n)-representations, this implies that V is the unique so(2d) ⊕ sp(2n)-complement module of
It remains to be proved that the decomposition
does not hold as osp(2d|2n)-modules. This is equivalent to proving that the decomposition
does not hold as osp (2d|2n) . This could not be settled in [6] and is stated in the following corollary, which gives extra information on the exceptional case in Theorem 2 and 3. 
with V an indecomposable representation satisfying 
holds. The corollary is therefore proved if
holds. This identity follows immediately from considering the operator
Remark 8. It can be checked that up to an additive constant, the quadratic Casimir operator on H k ⊗ S m|2n is given by the operator x∂ x . In particular this shows that whenever K m|2n kǫ1
⊗ S m|2n is completely reducible the Casimir operator has two different eigenvalues which can easily be checked directly. But it also shows that in case K m|2n kǫ1 ⊗ S m|2n is not completely reducible, the Casimir operator is not diagonalizable.
Symmetries of the super Dirac operator
In this section we construct all first order generalized symmetries of the super Dirac operator with scalar symbol. Generalized symmetries of the super Dirac operator are differential operators D for which there exists another differential operator δ such that
holds. Such operators clearly preserve the kernel of the Dirac operator. The symmetries which are first order generate a Lie superalgebra since the composition of two symmetries is still a symmetry and the super commutator of two first order differential operators is still first order.
We define first order differential operators on O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n to be elements of the vector space
with vect(m|2n) the Lie superalgebra of vectorfields on O(R m|2n ), endomorphisms which satisfy the graded Leibniz rule.
We will find that the first order generalized symmetries with scalar symbol generate the Lie superalgebra osp(m + 1, 1|2n), which is defined as in Section 2.2 but with a metric such that the orthogonal part has signature m+ 1, 1. Therefore the kernel of the Dirac operator has the structure of an osp(m+ 1, 1|2n)-module. We prove that this module is irreducible if m − 2n ∈ 2 − 2N. If m − 2n ∈ 2 − 2N it is reducible but indecomposable and we determine the decomposition series.
In the classical case of the Dirac operator ∂ x on R m , the algebra of first order generalized symmetries with scalar symbol is isomorphic to the Lie algebra so(m + 1, 1), which is also the algebra of conformal Killing vector fields on R m . More precisely, the leading term of the generalized symmetries is the corresponding conformal Killing vector field. This conformal invariance of ∂ x follows immediately from the similarity between the Stein-Weiss construction in [31] and the construction of conformally invariant first order differential operators by Fegan in [16] . By extending the calculation of Killing vector fields on R m|2n in Section 3 of [5] it can be proved that the conformal algebra for R m|2n is osp(m + 1, 1|2n). Again the leading terms of the generalized symmetries correspond to conformal Killing vector fields. Therefore we say that the super Dirac operator on R m|2n is conformally invariant. To describe the conformal symmetries we introduce the following Kelvin inversion
where f x R 2 should be understood as a finite Taylor expansion in the anticommuting variables, see e.g. [7] for a very explicit approach to such functions. This Kelvin inversion satisfies I 2 = −1 and therefore is an isomorphism of O(R m|2n 0
).
Theorem 9. The super Dirac operator on R m|2n has a Lie superalgebra of generalized symmetries which is isomorphic to osp(m+ 1, 1|2n). This realization of osp(m+ 1, 1|2n) is given by the differential operators
Proof. As mentioned before the differential operators K ij in equation (15) commute with the Dirac operator. The partial derivatives ∂ X j clearly also commute with the super Dirac operator ∂ x . Next we prove that the differential operators Π j in equation (22) are generalized symmetries. Therefore we calculate, using Theorem 4 and Proposition 1
which implies that Π j is a generalized symmetry of ∂ x . A direct calculation shows that these generalized symmetries can be written as
where I is the Kelvin inversion. The differential operator 2E + M − 1 is also clearly a generalized symmetry. Now we define operators K αβ for α, β = −1, 0, 1, · · · , m + 2n with α ≤ β given by:
for α = −1 and β = 0 (4). Now we prove that the operators K αβ satisfy 
Together with [∂ X j , ∂ X k ] = 0 and [Π j , Π k ] = 0, which is a consequence of equation (23) , this leads to the
. To obtain the remaining commutation relations we need
which follows from equation (14), and
where we used equation (12) and the osp(m|2n)-invariance of E, x and R 2 .
In [8] , the action of the complexified osp(m + 1, 1|2n)-algebra on scalar functions on R m|2n is studied. We note that the action of osp(m + 1, 1|2n) on O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S m|2n considered in the current paper does not correspond to a tensor product action of the action of osp(m + 1, 1|2n) on O(R m|2n ) with some action on S m|2n , contrary to the osp(m|2n)-action. Now we prove that the symmetries in Theorem 9 constitute all first order symmetries with scalar symbol.
Theorem 10. Every first order generalized symmetry with scalar highest order term of the super Dirac operator ∂ x on R m|2n is included in the realization of osp(m + 1, 1|2n) in Theorem 9.
Proof. We need to classify all differential operators
with F j ∈ O(R m|2n ) (not all zero) and F 0 ∈ O(R m|2n ) ⊗ Cl m|2n such that ∂ x D = δ∂ x for δ another differential operator. Since ∂ x is a homogeneous operator, we can assume that D is homogeneous and therefore use the notation
First we restrict to the case F 0 ∈ O(R m|2n ). The condition for D to be a generalized symmetry then becomes ∂ x (F 0 ) = 0 (which has to be regarded as an equation
implies that F 0 is a constant. Since the left-hand term of the second equation is vector valued, H E j has to be vector valued, which implies that H is scalar. If follows that (
Acting with a second derivative ∂ Xi on this identity shows that H is constant and therefore that F j is an element of P 0 ⊕ P 1 . This yields the differential operators, (up to additive constants) D = ∂ Xj and D = E, which are included in Theorem 9. Now we consider
. This leads to ∂ x (F 0 ) = 0 and
Only the vector valued term in H E j − (−1)
[j]|D| E j F 0 can be different from zero and influence F j , the others therefore have to cancel out between F 0 and H and lead to independent zero-order differential operators which we do not take into account. The non-trivial contributions of F 0 can only come from scalars and bi-vectors, which can be seen from equation (10) . Therefore we can expand F 0 in a unique way as F 0 = k,l f kl B kl + f 0 , with f 0 ∈ O(R m|2n ) and
. We obtain, using equation (12) , that
holds, where h = H − F 0 again has to be scalar. The conditions on
for an arbitrary h ∈ O(R m|2n ). First we prove that equation (24) leads to the restriction that F 0 = k,l f kl B kl + f 0 is an element of (P 0 ⊕ P 1 ) ⊗ Cl m|2n . The equation ∂ x (F 0 ) = 0 falls apart into a vector and a tri-vector part,
¿From the second equation it follows that ∂ Xi ∂ Xj f kl = 0, so f kl is first order and then the first equation shows that f 0 is first order as well.
As a next step we prove that
δ jk which yields that h must be of degree 1 and F j of degree 2. Equations (24) and (25) show that there is no mixing up of different degrees, i.e. we can consider F j ∈ P 2 , F j ∈ P 1 and F j ∈ P 0 independently. First we take F j ∈ P 0 . Equation (25) then implies that f kl = −hg kl and since f kl = −(−1)
[k] [l] f lk this implies f kl = 0 and we arrive in the case F 0 scalar which is already dealt with. Now assume F j ∈ P 1 . Then equation (25) together with the anti-symmetry of f kl imply that f kl are constants and therefore F 0 is constant. It can then easily be checked that exactly the symmetries K ij = L ij + B ij are obtained.
Finally take F j ∈ P 2 . Then h ∈ P 1 and up to a choice of coordinates and a renormalization we can assume h = 2X l and we study the generalized symmetry D − Π l = j F j ∂ Xj + F 0 with Π l defined in Theorem 9. For this generalized symmetry, equation (25) becomes
The combination of this equation together with equation (26) for f kl then shows that ∂ X l ∂ X k F j = 0 which shows that D = Π l up to zero degree terms.
Since the differential operators in osp(m + 1, 1|2n) are generalized symmetries of the Dirac operator, the kernel constitutes a module. In the following theorem we study this kernel M = 
Proof. First we consider the case m odd and look at the action of osp(m|2n) ֒→ osp(m + 1, 1|2n) given by the operators K ij in ( 
Then it is obvious that Π j M k ∈ x 2 P ⊗ S m|2n . Because of equation (21) (m+ 1, 1|2n) -module. This corresponds to showing that the action of Π j and ∂ X j stabilizes U . The relations A method to calculate the highest weights of the first case is explained in [6] . The second one is just a special case of the equality S . In this section we investigated the first order generalized symmetries of the super Dirac operator with scalar symbol, which lead to the Lie superalgebra osp(m + 1, 1|2n). This forms but the first step in the program of determining all (higher order) generalized symmetries of this operator. For the ordinary Laplace operator on R m , this problem was solved in the seminal paper [14] . In this case, it turns out that the higher symmetries constitute the algebra U(so(m + 1, 1))/J with J the Joseph ideal. Some preliminary results on the higher symmetries of the super Laplace operator are already obtained in [8] . It is expected that the algebra of symmetries will be U(osp(m + 1, 1|2n))/J with J an ideal in the universal enveloping algebra studied in [8] . The generalized symmetries of the classical Dirac operator are studied in [15] . It is an interesting open question whether these results can be generalized to the super Dirac operator, introduced in the present paper.
The Fegan classification
In [16] As has been argued in [6] , the natural generalizations of the spinor spaces to the supersetting are infinite dimensional representations. This has also been justified in this paper by the resemblance between the super Dirac operator and the classical Dirac operator. In fact, highest weight representations of osp(m|2n) corresponding to the double cover of the supergroup are always infinite dimensional due to the corresponding statement for sp(2n). Therefore a proper generalization of the results in [16] will have to contain infinite dimensional highest weight representations of osp(m|2n). This was also the case for the classification in [20] . There an appropriate class of infinite dimensional sp(2n)-representations was defined and studied.
On superspace, every conformally invariant operator on R ml2n ,
for some osp(m|2n)-module V in particular has to be osp(m|2n)-invariant. By restricting to the first order polynomials in O(R m|2n ) ⊗ L m|2n λ and only considering the scalar part inside O(R m|2n ) ⊗ V we obtain that D reduces to an osp(m|2n)-module morphism
The existence of such a morphism for a representation V is equivalent to the property
, which corresponds to Ker(Φ). As an example of the Fegan classification on superspace we considered the Dirac operator. The corresponding morphism Φ was constructed in Lemma 3. We can consider all the differential operators acting between O(R m|2n ) ⊗ S (±) m|2n and functions with values in some other representation. By the considerations above, the only candidates are the Dirac operator and the operator corresponding to projection onto the Cartan product. The case M = m − 2n = 0 is different since Theorem 2 implies that the relevant tensor product is not completely reducible. The Dirac operator can still be defined for all values of M as the projection of the gradient on the subrepresentation of the tensor product, isomorphic to a spinor space. This is done in Definition 5. From Theorem 9 it follows that the super Dirac operator is conformally invariant and the conformal weight is given by , as follows from Corollary 2. So either reducible representations need to be considered or the classification of invariant differential operators will y ield les s operators than expected.
Keeping in mind the observed dimensional continuation property and the two classical conformal weights (m − 1)/2 and −1/2, it can be expected that the two conformal weights coincide exactly for the special value M = 0. This conjecture is also supported by the fact that in the classical case, the conformal weight can be calculated from the value of the quadratic Casimir operator operator of so(m) on L m µ . Since the two relevant subrepresentations of C 2n|2n ⊗ S + 2n|2n correspond to one indecomposable representation V + , they have identical eigenvalues for the Casimir operators of osp(m|2n). In the classical case, the appearing conformal weights for the differential operators starting from a certain function space are always strictly different. Because of the arguments above it seems reasonable that this does no longer hold on superspace and that this is intimately related to the appearance of not completely reducible tensor products. The results in Remark 8 in case d = n are crucial for this part of the classification.
